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INSIDE Coming soon: three more floors
• A VALENTINES SPECTACULAR

Tis the season to announce yout
engagement. Check out the
members
of the
Liberty
family
about to
start orte
of their
own. See
pages 4-7.
• TAMING JESSE JACKSON Bill

Murray analyzes the Rev. Jesse
Jackson's defense of the controversial
Decatur. 111.
students
suspended
for fighting..
See page 8.
• FLYING
FRICKE

Sports profiles talented Lady Flame freshman
Michelle Frtcke. See page 11.

Total expansion of
DeMoss Building will
take about two years
By Melinda Fleming, copy editor

The face of Liberty will soon see dramatic changes
thanks to a large grant given by an anonymous charitable foundation. The foundation committed a $9 million
matching grant toward the addition of a second, third
and fourth floor to DeMoss Hall.
However, the matching grant comes with a requirement In order to receive the full $9 million, LU must
raise $3 million. To date, the university has raised
approximately a third of Its total portion.
"It's a three-for-one matching gift. In other words, for
every three dollars we raise, they give us one," Dave
Young, vice-president for finance and administration
said.

On Jan. 7, the executive committee of LU's board of
trustees voted to begin Immediate construction on the
building. Later that same day, LU President Dr. John
Borek, signed a design phase contract with the Coleman Adams Construction Company.
The first floor of the building, built In 1985, was
Intended to be Just the beginning of DeMoss Hall. Plans
were made to add additional floors to the building when
funds became available.
"When the building was constructed In the mld-80s,
it was done so that floors could be added," Young said.
According to the National Liberty Journal, "The total
cost of DeMoss Learning Center, including the construction and furnishing of all four floors, will have
been about $25 million, and will be fully paid for at
completion."
The Journal also said, "By the end of December, Liberty had raised $1,121,255.26 in cash and pledges."
Including the matching gift from the foundation, the
school now has approximately $4.5 million for construction of the addition.
Please see DEMOSS, page 3

Borek signs
first two SGA
bills of year

Phone a friend?

• MORE MARRIOTT MANIA Dining

Services rotates its 21-day meal
cycle. Students like the change
—- and added chicken. See page
2.

Senate passes bill calling
for Good Friday holiday

0U1&

By Chris Edwards, editor in chief

• TUESDAY

Mostly sunny.
High 4 1 , Low 26.

• WEDNESDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 53. Low 36.

• THURSDAY

Scattered showers.
High 52, Low 3 1 ;

• FRIDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 45, Low 3 1 .

MATT HJEMBO

THE HNAL ANSWER? — Resident director Mike Post (right) plays the role of host, while Matthew Eachus plays the contestant in " Who Wants to be an RA," a spin-off of the popular game show, during RA Exposure Weekend activities Friday.

Budding resident assistants exposed to variety of
responsibilities and duties during weekend event
By Melinda Reining, copy editor

SATURDAY

M/1

Scattered showers.
High 50, Low 28.

ABOUT
• 'JOSEPH' AUDITIONS S t u d e n t

tryouts for "Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
are scheduled for Feb. 13 from
8:30-10:30 p.m. and Feb. 15
from 7-10 p.m. Students must
signup for a lime outside Fine
Arts 100.
• MUSIC MINISTRY AUDITIONS

Tryouts for music ministry
teams are scheduled for Feb,
28-29 from 6-10 p.m. In Fine
Arts 101. Appointments can be
made by calling ext. 2281 or
signing up in Student Center
109.
• VALENTINES DINNER THEATER

Tickets are on sale In Student
Life for the Valentines Dinner
Theater on Feb, 11. Cost is $25
per couple, which Includes dinner, a viewing of "The Runaway
Bride" and Coffee House tickets.
Seating is limited. For more
information, call ext. 2131.

MATT HJEMBO

ALL WORK — A sign in front of the Arthur S. DeMoss
Learning Center previews the upcoming expansion.

Approximately 100 potential
resident assistants filled DM 161
to play "Who Wants to Be An RA,"
a spin-off of the popular television
game show, "Who Wants to Be A
Millionaire." The game show and a
series of workshops were part of
RA Exposure Weekend, held Friday and Saturday.
According to Michelle Bunts,
associate dean of student development, the weekend "...helps them
(potential RA's) get an under-

standing of who Residence Life Is
and It helps them understand the
responsibilities of being an RA"
Then, on the flip side of that, It
gives us an opportunity to see who
they are and to put them through
a variety of situations. It's a great
time of they get to know us, we get
to know them,'" Bunts continued.
This weekend's events were
part of a selection process that
has been going on for several
months.
The applicants have been
training In preparation for the

responsibility of being an RAand
have attended Informational
meetings since November.
As part of the selection process,
this weekend the applicants were
divided Into "exposure weekend
groups."
The groups of 10 people were
then assigned a resident director
to spend the weekend with.
Friday night began with the
"Who Wants to Be An RA" game
show, hosted by RD Mike Post

The Student Government Association made a historic announcement and passed legislation hoping for
the celebration of another historic day on Thursday.
University President Dr. John M. Borek Jr. signed
two pieces of legislation from last semester's senate
docket last Monday. It was the first time a piece of senate legislation has become university policy In five
years, according to Jeremy Miller, liaison for Chris
Stewart, student body president.
"This has marked a new era of credibility for SGA
with the students and administration," Stewart said.
Stewart said he would meet with the deans In the
near future to Implement the policies. He
hopes to address the
student body with the
changes during convocation in the near
L EG I S I A T I O N
future. Stewart was
also Issued an official
Good Friday Act
Invitation from the senCreates a means for stuate to give a "state of
dents to have day off
the university address"
this year, recommends a
during the session on
Feb. 24.
yearly holiday.
Borek signed both
the "After Hours Study
Hall Act" and the "Senior Dorm Curfew Extension Act."
The study hall measure designates Science Hall 135 as
a coed study room between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m.
The curfew act gives senior dorm residents a midnight curfew on Thursday nights when there Is no hall
meeting. Senior dorms have hall meetings once per
month, while regular dorms meet every week on
Thursdays at 10 p.m. Under the former policy, senior
dorm residents would also return at 10 p.m. If they did

SGA
senate

Please see EXPOSURE, page 3
Please see FRIDAY, page 3

Debate continues winning ways at USNA
By Angela Nelson, reporter

While most people watched the Super
Bowl, the Liberty debate team argued Its
way Into a first place Junior varsity win at
the U. S. Naval Academy Tournament In
Annapolis, Md., Jan. 28-30.
The freshmen team of Travis Ausland
and Nick Selm earned a 5-1 preliminary
record and then defeated George Mason
University In the final round to earn the
title.
"Ultimately, our victory was a culmination of not only our hard work, but also our
stellar coaching," Ausland said, who
received a second place speaker award,
said. Selm, his partner, earned a fourthplace speaker award.

"I owe my Inspiration to Nick Ylngst,"
Selm said in reference to the former
debater who plans to run for SGA student
body president this spring.
Liberty's varsity and novice squads also
performed well. The varsity team of sophomores Dave Cooper and Rebekah Meador
debated a 3-3 preliminary record, beating
teams from the University of Georgia and
James Madison University. The duo barely
missed the cut-oil"for the elimination
rounds.
The four novice teams maintained
strong preliminary records throughout the
first two days of the six preliminary
rounds, but they lost early on In the elimination rounds. Junior Scott Jones said
this tournament was particularly dlffici lit
•

because of the large amount of teams present
"1 was really impressed with Travis and
Nick's win and how the coaching staff performed," Jones said. "We are really buckling clown to prepare for the national tournaments coming up at the end of the year."
Despite the large showing of schools,
the bad weather still managed to prevent
some schools like Emory University and
Wayne Slate University from attending the
tournament. Liberty's team was trapped at
0)6 tournament lor an extra night because
of the bad ice storm that plagued the area
during the weekend.
As ol the last rankings report, Liberty
holds first place In the American Debate
Association (ADA) rankings but remains

second to Emory In the rankings for the
National Debate Tournament (NDT).
"Because of our young team, the
debaters are still In a bit of a slump as they
try to make the transition from high school
to college debate, but the JV win Is encouraging, and we hope to perform well In the
upcoming tournaments," Dr. Brett O'Donnell, debate director, said.
The debate team's next tournaments
consist of Northwestern University in
Chicago, 111. and the NDf district qualifiers
al John Carroll University In Cleveland,
Olilo.

"The team now faces Its toughest tournaments of the year," assistant coach Bill
Lawrence said.
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©liberty Marriott mixes main menu
News about our
campus community

Cooper captures
national play honor
Many writers dream of the day
their work becomes published.
For Assistant Professor of English
Linda Nell Cooper, this day came
the Friday before Thanksgiving,
when she received a phone call
notifying her that she had won the
M. Getchell New Play Award for
her original drama "April Morning."
"I was so surprised because It
Is such a huge award," Cooper
said. "But at the same time, I felt a
tremendous amount of reassurance that my work had a strong
voice."
"April Morning" Is a three character drama set In the Blue Ridge
Mountains of southwest Virginia
In the early 1930s. It narrates the
struggle of a young mountain
woman, April Martin, as she
resolves her spiritual beliefs in the
face of a secret tragedy.
Cooper, who teaches drama at
Liberty University, wrote the play
In six weeks for a playwritlng
class at the University of Virginia.
"One of my specialties for my
Ph.D. at UVa. is in regionalism,
specifically Appalachian culture.
My other specialization Is drama,
and my third is creative writing. I
thought this subject would combine all three," Cooper said.
The play's first performance
will be at the Southeastern Theatre Conference's national convention in March, where Cooper
will receive the award and an honorarium for her work. With this
performance, the play will become
published. Cooper has already
received calls from producers willing to back it.
"It is wonderful validation from
the professional theater community. Theatre has always been my
life, so it is very rewarding to
receive honors in the field I love,"
Cooper said.
"April Morning" will go on to
compete in the Best New Play contest In New York City. The winning
play, which will be announced in
May, will appear on Broadway.
— Jessica Mtiler

SEW continues thru
Wednesday with
Henderson, Garrett
Spiritual Emphasis Week will
continue tonight and Wednesday with special speaker Dr.
Daniel Henderson. Services
start at 7:15 p.m. in the Vines
-ICenter. The special musical
guest is contemporary singer
Luke Garrett.
A graduate of both LU and
the Liberty Baptist Theological
Seminary, Henderson Is the
pastor of Arcadia Baptist
i ;Church in Sacramento, Calif.
He formerly served as associate
pastor to Dr. John MacArthur at
Grace Community Church.
Henderson is also the
national spokesperson for CB
America, a group of 13,000
churches in North America, and
the author of "The Seven Most
Important Questions You Will
Ever Answer."
Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson said Henderson was also
instrumental in starting the
disclpleshlp program at LU in
the late 1970s. Carson said
Henderson's sermon topics
would likely Include Integrity,
dlscipleshlp, developing character and skills for being a discipier.
"Growth happens when you
are fed. Daniel should do a lot of
'feeding,'" Carson said. "Daniel
should put In the hands of the
students the tools necessary to
rise to a new level."
"For students who want to
take their spiritual life to a new
level, this is a spiritual emphasis week for them."
Carson said "hundreds" of
decisions have been made over
the course of the semester.
More than 60 students have
been baptized.
— Chris Edwards

'Steel Magnolias' kicks
off spring theater season

By Kristin Ruckcl, reporter

Liberty University dining
services has heard the comments and suggestions of students and some noticeable
changes have been made.
Students are excited to see
the breakfast bar is now available two times a week instead
of two times In the meal cycle.
Chicken patties have also been
added three times a week
thanks to suggestions from
students such as Junior Mike
Saner.
"I love chicken that's all I
eat," Saner said.
Last week dining services
served 26,000 chicken nuggets
"That was 12 nuggets for every
head that walked In the door,"
Cole said.
Comment cards placed on
every table were read and students were extremely honest
concerning the meal choices.
Cole's sometimes humorous
replies can be read on the comment board in the Marriott.
"We read the cards and take
the students suggestions,"
Cole said.
The SGA has also worked to
survey a portion of the student
body to find out how they can
Improve the meal plans. "None

By Stephanie lames, reporter
Liberty students will be
entertained this spring with
two productions delivered
by the Fine Arts Department. Director Linda Nell
Cooper will deliver to a
Lloyd Auditorium audience
the drama, *Steel Magnolias" and the musical,
"Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dfeamcoat,"
""Steel Magnolias'* slxmethbef cast includes Kris*
ten Lancaster, Kristie Barley, Kelly Gdugh, Heather
Dbbsbhi Sharon McCaUand
Christiana Kuisma.
"Joseph and the Antazirig
Technieoloif Dreamcoat* has
a large cast which Includes:
16 men, 13 women and 12
children df faculty andi staff
members.
The plays are intended to
appeal to different types of
audiences; "Steel Magnolias" is based c-tia true story
about the lostCooper said "Annette" lis
her favoritei character In
"Steel Magnolias'1 because
she 1$ the only character
who found salvation and
believed that faith can pull
a person through difficult
situations
: Lancaster said s he loves
her character, "M'lyrin." a
mother,
"It is a complete blessing
to be in the play. I really
feel that God has given this
to me," Lancaster said.
Lancaster had spinal
surgery and was unable to
practice the play for a

FILE PHOTO

YES, CHICKEN IS BACK — A group of students enjoy the new 21-day
meal menu introduced this month in the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall.

of the meals are set in stone,"
Cole replied. "We can take
things off or add favorites."
Marriott serves meals on a
21 -day meal cycle. The corporate headquarters at Sodexho
Marriott Services send their
suggested menu, which is
derived from customer preferences and new food trends.
Cole reviews the lists and
removes the meals that Liberty

students do not particularly
care for, such as artichoke
hearts. He then takes the
revised menu and adds the
favorites.
Thanks to the cooperative
efforts of SGA, the dining service management and input
from the students, the Marriott
is winning the approval of the
toughest critics, the students
themselves.

KDP recruits minority teachers
By Kelly Kinzey, reporter
Kappa Delta Pi, the Education
Department's honor society, held
its first meeting of the semester on
Feb. 3. The meeting was held in
order to recruit more minority
teachers.
The group invited some special
guest speakers to their meeting
including Kendria Burrows, Libby
Robertson, Lai Saecho and Rachel
Wlngfleld. These fourwere recipients of the Teacher Education
Access for Minorities fTEAM) Scholarship.
This scholarship has been
established to encourage individuals who are members of a recognized minority group to enter the
field of teaching. It is awarded on a
competitive basis in the spring of
each year a scholarship is available. There are only fourTEAM
scholarships in effect at any given
time.
There are certain criterion the
candidate must meet in order to be
eligible for this scholarship. They

must show superior academic
potential, evidence of successful
leadership experiences, a commitment for working with children, a
commitment and personal walk
with the Lord and a commitment to
teaching. They must also keep a
GPA of 2.50 during their freshman
year and 2.75 for the remainder of
their college career.
The Fellowship Gospel Choir
performed two songs. Johnathan
Foster, a KDP alumni, spoke about
education.
Foster is now In hisfirstyear of
teaching at AltaVista Combined
School. He teaches seventh
through ninth grade boys health
and RE. He also coached the football team this year.
Foster said one of the reasons he
is involved in education Is because
of the "many teachers and counselors that helped me find the way
out In high school."
He now carries that over in his

Week
February 20-25, 2000
Key Note Speaker: Rick Love
(Muslim Ministry)
Convocation Monday Feb. 21
lohn Cross (Pastoral Ministry)
Wed. evening service Feb. 23
Friday ministry chapel Feb. 25
Walt Mueller (Youth Ministry)
Convocation Wed, Feb. 23

Activities Planned:

Star
* Clothes *
* Alteration *

Mon., Feb. 21- Panel Discussion 7pm-9pm DH160
Tues., Feb. 22- Women's Fest 3:30pm- 6pm
David's Place
Speaker- Kim Halsev
Please RSVP ext. 2590
Meal will be served!

ems

One Dollar Off!

Come to Cape Cod this summer and
make a real difference in kid's lives.

Open Mon-Fri

Need

Ministry Emphasis

LOOKING FOR A
DIFFERENT KIND
OF SUMMER?

Mews is good;
read more of it

Across from
Oakridge Toyota

classroom and tries "to teach character and integrity" to his students.
He strongly encouraged anyone
thinking about going into education to do so., adding that it Is a fulfilling career.
Alpha Omega, Liberty University's step team, performed the
evening's last performance.
Melanie Pearl, dean of the
Minority & International Student
Office, considered the meeting a
success.
"I was especially excited about
this program," Pearl said.
Dr. Karen Parker, dean of education, said the rate of minority teachers graduating is below what they
would like to have.
"We would like to have the same
percentage of minority teachers as
minority students," Parker said.
That percentage includes graduating students as well as the ratio
between students and professors
here on campus.

month. She said her role in
the play reminds her of the
role of her own mother
when she cared for her
after she had spinal surgery. "Steel Magnolias* is
the fourth play Lancaster
has performed in at Liberty.
"Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat*
recaptures the biblical
account of Joseph. It retells
the story of how Joseph was
sold into slavery.
"I feel that the musical
brings out the emotions of
these biblical characters we
have known," Cooper said
about the musical.
"It is for those who want
to be entertained; provoked
to think and those who
want a good laugh. This
play will appeal to all three
audiences," Cooper said.
"Steel Magnolias" will be
performed each weekend
from Feb.T 1 until Feb. 26.
Cooper said that it is not
' only Black History Month
but it is also the International Month of Women,
which explains why the cast
is all female.
Auditions for "Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" will be
held Feb. 13 at 8:30 p.m.
and Febv 15 at 7 p.m. In FA
145. Performances begin
each weekend starting Apr,
14 and last until Apr. 29.
Tickets are sold at the
Fine Arts Department ticket
boe-th for $5 pershow.
For more information,
contact the Fine Arts
Department at ext. 2318.

"
* 347-7115

E-Mail:goodnews@capecod.net
Web site: www.inetplaza.com/c/campgoodnews
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Exposure: Future RAs begin learning now

nalundate

Continued from page 1

The applicants were treated as if they
were audience members and contestants of
the game show. The night came complete
with video cameras, an audience prep person (played by RA Sarah Tunstall) and suspenseful music and mysterious lighting
similar to the famous millionaire show.
The game was conducted almost exactly
as the popular television game show. The
10 members of each of the exposure groups
competed against each other prior to the
game show and the top four people from
those groups were chosen to compete in the
RA show.
The winners competed in a lightning
round contest to see who could place a list
of items in order. The fastest contestant
won the chance to play the game.
The winner of the lightning round had to
navigate through 10 questions and could
use lifelines (poll the audience, 50/50 and
phone a friend) similar to the ones found In
the millionaire show.
When the contestant reached the third
question, a $5 gift certificate to River Ridge

Compiled f r o m
Champion resources

New Austrian government
incites massive protests
Austrian officials Instituted a new government Feb. 4. The
actions of the Freedom Party's leader, Joerg Haider, raised serious questions In the minds of the European Union and Austrian citizens.
Haider has praised some Nazi policies and has made several
disturbing comments in the past in which he appeared to
downplay Nazi atrocities.
Some 2,000 demonstrators filled the streets of Vienna to
protest Haider's party. The EU also took action and proposed
sanctions pertaining to Austria.

Parents of convicted killer
sue adoption agency
The parents of convicted killer Jeremy Strohmeyer, 21, filed
a $ 1 million lawsuit against the adoption agency from which
they obtained their son.
Strohmeyer pled guilty in September 1998 to the murder,
kidnapping and sexual assault of a 7-year-old girl In a Nevada
casino.
In 1979, the parents submitted an adoption Intake form
that stated they did not wish to adopt a child from parents who
had a history of mental illness or drug abuse.
It was later discovered that the mother of Strohmeyer was
diagnosed as a chronic schizophrenic. The parents contend
that the adoption agency concealed the mother's diagnosis.

Friday:

V

LaHayes happy to help with lounge
By Melinda Fleming, copy editor

not have hall meeting.
The senate also passed the
"Good Friday Act "(SRS0001), advocating a holiday on the Friday before
Easter to celebrate the atoning
death ofJesus Christ The measure
passed 98-10.
Garet Robinson, SGAvice president of student services, said that
university policy on canceling
classes is altered for the annual
Super Conference so students can
attend without penalty from professors but classes are not canceled for
Good Friday. Under the rules, students still have to make up the
work. Robinson said the Easter holiday could be more important than
a pastors' conference.
"Super Conference is not a fundamental of our faith. The death,
burial and resurrection ofJesus
Christ is," Robinson said.
Under the bill, a Good Friday
pass would be downloadable from
the SGA web site. The pass would
allow students to miss class on
Good Friday with full responsibility
and no leeway for all coursework
missed or assigned.
Sen. Mark Murrell spoke for the
bill, saying students should take the
day to honor God.
Now the bill moves to the first
stage of possible administrative
approval.

Due to the recent questions raised in Illinois, President
Clinton will consider a request to suspend federal executions.
Sen. Russ Felngold, D-Wis., proposed the request based on
Illinois Gov. George Ryan's halt of executions In his state until
officials determine whether the death penalty is administered
fairly.
Twelve prisoners have been executed since 1976 in Illinois,
but 13 death-row inmates have been cleared since 1987
because of appeals, DNA evidence and one by the investigation
of college journalism students.

Bauer drops out of race
Former Reagan administration official Gary Bauer dropped
out of the presidential race on Friday.
After a poor showing in the first two campaign contests,
Bauer decided to quit after almost a full year of campaigning.
Bauer did not endorse another candidate and said he will
not until one of them promotes the Issues he supports.
Bauer is the second candidate to drop out of the Republican
race, narrowing the field to four.

-While students enjoyed Christmas break, a generous donation
was #ven to Liberty University.
The gift wiU be used to create a
student lounge where students
can relax, study or socialize.
Drs. Tim and Beverly LaHaye
made the decision to donate
money for the lounge two months
ago after Mrs. LaHaye,founderof
Concerned Women for America,
toured the campus.
"After I toured the campus, I
realized that students really'
needed a place that was nice, decorative and fresh where they
could meet together for study or to
socialize," Mrs. LaHaye said.
After her tour of the campus,

Mrs. LaHayeasked Mark Hlne,
LU vice president for student
affairs, howmuch It would cost to
build a student lounge. Experts
were consulted and options were ,
given to the couple.
"They gave us two prices. One
was just the bare minimum and
they gave another one to add certain niceties and we chose the
larger donation," Mrs. LaHaye
said.
The estimated cost of the
"LaHaye Lounge" Is $45,000.
Mrs. LaHaye, a member of the
student development committee
of the board of trustees, developed
the Idea to build the student
lounge because ofher desire to
help college students.
"1 have been aboard of trustees

member for several years now and
I love It because It puts me In a
position to hear student's needs,"
Mrs. LaHaye said.
"I lovecollege students. They
make up our leaders of tomorrow
and I'm cpneernedaboutouc
leaders. That's why I love being on
the board because 1 believe we are
building good leaders for tomorrow." l^Haye continued.
The "LaHaye Lounge" Is scheduled to open In May and will be
located on the first floor of Building 13 where the Residence Life
office was formerly housed.
The LaHayes are well-known
authors, speakers and activists
for assorted causes including the
protection of family rights.

Jars of c(ay

I'm pregnant.

Continued from page 1

With a sufficient amount of
funds In the bank, the next stage of
planning has begun.
"Now we are In the stage of the
final design of the building. We are
collecting Input from faculty and
staff from our campus, we are visiting state of the art facilities at
other universities, we are researching the latest In academic facility
design and we are designing flexibility Into the facility to accommodate future technology and academic needs," Young said.
Young added that even while the
design phase is proceeding, construction would begin.
"We'll reach a point with our
planning and design where we will
be able to start construction even
though we don't have a full set of
architectural plans," Young said.
Young also said the construction will be an inconvenience to
students, faculty and staff.
"There will be times when we
can't occupy portions of the building. However, through thorough
planning and teamwork we can
formulate a plan which will minimize the impact on the students
and faculty," Young said.
While thefinishedproduct will
not be completed for some time,
current students will see some
construction In the near future.

We pray that God will lead
them(RAs) and us to the perfect fit
for the RA program next year.

Continued from page 1

President considers federal
halt in death penalty

DeMoss:

a series of five, 50-minute sessions that
Mall was awarded. When the sixth question
was reached a $10 gift certificate to the mall instructed them on things such a s commuwas given and the grand prize winner won a nication, community building, confronta$20 gift certificate.
tion and counseling.
Ques__—_———_———
"II (Lhe
tions about
sessions)
LU sports,
will give
landmarks,
them the
rules and
opportunity
the Bible
to learn
were
about lead- Michelle Bunts ership and
asked.
The
Associate dean of student development themgame show
selves,"
also came
———^————^———
Bunts said.
complete with "commercials" in the form of
This weekend and the prior informaskits about life as an RA.
tional meetings have taught Beales, "...to
Junior Melanie Beales, an RA applicant,
fully rely on God and go to Him when I'm
said, "My favorite part Is seeing who makes
anxious. Through that, He'll give me peace."
it to the final round."
The application process for the potential
"I thought the skits were hilarious,"
RA's will last until March when selection
Beales continued.
letters are sent out.
Senior J a n a Hershberger, who is curIn the meantime, Bunts said, "We pray
rently an RA, said her favorite part was,
that God will lead them (RAs), and us, to the
"...getting to see all of the new faces and
perfect fit for the RA program next year."
experiencing the excitement all over again."
On Saturday, the potential RA's attended

W h e r e can I go t o get good
information about all of my options?
BLUE

RIDGE

Pregnancy Center
x
528-4321
Caring * Confidential * 1922 Thomson Dr., near Lynch. General Hosp

•

OZONE III TANNING#
SALON
GRAND OPENING

Tickets
On Sale
Now!

F i r s t session FREE.
Also 10% Discount on all Lotions
Student Discounts

I
Burlap to Cashmere
and Special Guest: Dauid Ulilcox

With Special Guest:

Three Great Locations
20436 Lynchburg Hwy.
Lynchburg va. 24502
(804)525-6665
460 west-past 7-Eleven turn l e f t into
New London -Business Center Suite-G
9704 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg VA 24502
( 8 0 4 ) 237-5002

#

1508 Longwood Ave.
Bedford VA 24523

(540) 587-5565

Thursday, March 30 • 7:30 PM
Salem Civic Center
Tickets Available at the Salem Civic Center Box Office
All Area Ticketmaster Outlets
Charge By Phone: 343-8100 Roanoke / 951 -8427 Blacksburg / 846-8100 Lynchburg
Group Discounts Available-Call 375-3004
Produced By Outback Concerts
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picks of the week
• 2/13 and 2/15. Musical auditions.

• 2/9. Community Concert.
Sweet Briar College will host a "Celebrating the 20th
Century," featuring Janet Lowery Gager. 12:30 p.m.
Memorial Chapel. Free.

• 2/17. Art Panel Discussion.

• 2/11. Coffee House.
Annual Valentine's Coffee House sponsored by Student Life
will lake place in the Schilling Center 11 p.m.. Tickets $2 .
ext. 2131.

y

The Fine Arts Department will hold auditions for "Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," on Sunday 8:30
to 10:30 p.m. and Tuesday 8 to 10 p.m. In FA 145.

The Philosophy Club and 90.9 The Light will hold a panel
discussion on art. Panelists will include faculty from several
disciplines. 7 p.m. DeMoss Hall 114.

erence

Valentine s
oa Jier
By Tara Williams, reporter

V

alentine's Day is just around the corner and
many students are contemplating what they
are going to get for their significant oraer (if
they have one) and how to celebrate the love
share.
Some girls actually like the simple things in
Flowers, a card or maybe even dinner out doesn'
have to be expensive.
"It's not about what you get or do together, it's
about being together," said senior Stephanie
Stevens.
Cards can run rather inexpensive. At Wal-Mart,
as well as Hallmark, great cards for as little as 99
cents can be found. If you feel more creative, some
girls won't even mind a homemade card, as long as
it comes from the heart. If time and money are limited, you can even find some great free e-greeting
cards on the Web. Some places to look are
www.bluemountainarts.com and www. 123greetings.com.
"It's really sweet when a guys shows his love
through creativity," said senior Julie Spence.
Flowers, on the other hand, can cost more,
depending on the arrangement and often have to be
ordered several days ahead of time. You don't have
to go all out and buy a dozen roses, because one
rose says so much. Stevens warns, "No potted

ine 's
lm
A girl can take another route to win a guy's
heart.
If you choose to believe in this old superstition, then what better way to win a guy's heart
alentine's Day is synonymous with
then with a giant cookie from The Great
Cupid, hearts, candy, flowers and
American Cookie Company, with a personal
romance. For all of us that have sweethearts, many use Valentine's Day to show true touch such as "be mine" or a romantic, "I'll
always be yours" written on the cookie with
devotion and the sum of our love for our sigwhite icing.
nificant others.
/ A more ritualistic Valentine's gift includes a
The variety of gifts one can purchase for
box of chocolates. As unoriginal as it may
Valentine's Day is staggering. The traditional
box of chocolates or simple card has yielded toy seem, every chocolate lover will definitely
appreciate a well-assorted box of chocolates.
stuffed animals and expensive jewelry.
/
Many guys don't expect or want to receive
"My girlfriend can't have chocolate, so that
anything for Valentine's Day.
leaves me with the expensive jewelry," said
Sophomore Clark Jones said simplicity is
senior Philip King.
/
the best way to his heart. A well thought-out
Traditionally, a man shows his lovefor his
girlfriend, fiancee or wife on Valentine's Day by poem or a card means more to him than any
piece of jewelry he might receive.
buying her a special gift, one that' she will not
forget. But in a more equality,driven society,
"As a guy, I don't want to receive an expenladies may now buy her significant other a gift sive gift. I feel as though Valentine's Day is
as well.
j
more of a girl-oriented holiday," Jones said.
A limitless supply of'gifts exist for guys,
Junior Mike Mason agrees with Jones.
including stuffed animals, watches and other
"I am not as concerned with the gift, as I am
jewelry.
J*
with the thought behind the gift," Mason said.
Valentine's Day brings many gift ideas with
One can place a picture of a happy couple in
it, but perhaps the best gift to give comes
a pewter picture frame shaped like a heart, or
one with the words, "I love you" crafted into it. straight from the heart and not from the
local mall.
It has been said that the only way to a guy's
heart is through his stomach.

chrysanthemums!"
Stevens also said many girls would prefer to go
out to dinner, but it doesn't have to be expensive.
Girls just really like to spend time with their guy.
When it comes to getting something for their
boyfriends (orfiance),often girls aren't really sure
what to buy their significant other.
Sophomore Jennifer Onderko is having a hard ,
time deciding what to get her boyfriend, but she
said that girls should buy something for their signift others.
%ip better to give than receive," Onderko said.
also agrees that a girl should buy her
something.
"Qn Wentine's Day, you're supposed to celebrate
iln' love you liave for each other. It's a two-way
su-eet," aHlliiSsSaid.
Stevensl8i<lthat if she was dating someone she
would probarMbuy something that has to do with
something he SHJ^Mse a teddy bear dressed in his
favorite sports tearfl^cblors.
spend time with their girlSome girls just
on attending a
friends. This year•Stevens
ike Civic Center,
showing of "Ragtime" at the"
or maybe a girl's movie night
"One of the best Valentine's Dlfcj I ever had
was two years ago, when a buncfrof rny
friends and I went to David's Place and
played Scattergories and Taboo,"
Stevens said.

By Justin Ridge, reporter

V

Jamie Wooldridge & Larry Gagnon
Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Wooldridge
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Jamie Leigh, to Mr. Larry
Raymond Gagnon, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Raymond Gagnon.
The prospective bride will graduate in May 2000, with a degree in
psychology. The prospective groom
works for Don's Car Stereo in Lynchburg.
After exchanging the vows of holy
matrimony on Aug. 12, 2000, in
Lynchburg's Chesnut Hill Baptist
Church, the couple will honeymoon
in the Bahamas.

Heather Gilreath & Gary Biggs
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Gilreath
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Heather , to Mr Gary
Biggs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Davis and the late Gary Biggs.
Both plan to graduate in 2002.
Gilreath is studying psychology,
while Biggs is studying nursing.
The couple will wed on June 16.
2001, and honeymoon in Maui,
Hawaii.

Amy Miskell & Thomas Bissell

Hannah Robertson & CJ. Dick

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Miskell
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Amy Beth, to Mr. Thomas
Edward Bissell.
The bride-elect will graduate in
May 2000 with a degree in accounting. The groom-elect graduated from
Mohark College and works for Motorcade, Ltd. in St. Catharine's, Ontario.
The couple will marry June 3,
2000, at Amherst Bible Chapel in
Amherst, N. Y., followed by a honeymoon to Lake Huron in Canada.

scottromanoski

Bah Humbug...!
With Valentine's Day next week,
the thoughts of many turn to love,
marriage and other things considered sentimental.
Many people say they love many
different things. One of the things 1
love in life comes from my hometown of Annapolis, Md.
A visitor to Annapolis will find
several shops and r e s t a u r a n t s on
Main Street. Among them s t a n d s a
small white building with green
awning bearing the name "Chick
and Ruth's Delly."
The establishment doesn't quite
fit with its neighbors in the historic
district. The cramped interior and
excessive use of yellow give it
ambiance found no where else.
Mostly local residents and state
legislators make up Its clientele.
Since many government officials

frequent the deli, it receives occasional news coverage and even
appeared in an issue of National
Geographic.
In addition to national recognition and the frequent presence of
state officials, Chick and Ruth's is
home to one important thing I
absolutely love that one can
not find anywhere in the
greater Lynchburg metropolitan area— a good
corned beef sandwich.
It's thinly sliced strips
of salty corned beef piled
high on fresh rye bread
with melted Swiss cheese,
sauerkraut (or cole slaw)
and Russian dress
ing. Nothing can
compare to this
sandwich commonly called a
"Reuben" or
"Rachel" (with
cole slaw), except
maybe hot corned beef

^av

H i til !>•

Mr. and Mrs. Marc Robertson
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Hannah, to Mr. Chijioke
Dick, son of Mr. and Mrs.Emmanuel
Dick.
The bride-elect will graduate in
May 2002 with a nursing degree. The
groom-elect will graduate in December 2000 with a degree in management information systems.
The couple will wed on June 3,
2000, in Milledgeville, 111.

on rye with ball park mustard.
(Grey Poupon or any other fancy
mustard ruins it.)
Corned beef sandwiches go great
with a big kosher pickle, french
fries smothered in gravy and a
vanilla egg cream, making a perfect
lunch or snack. A big slice of a
flavored cheesecake a n d / o r a
chocolate malt complement
the meal nicely.
(For those unfamiliar
with them, egg creams, also
unknown in Lynchburg,
consist of seltzer water, two
\r creams and a flavoring. The
* vanilla flavored version
1|
tastes like cream soda.
'•»*—
Other flavors
, include chocolate, strawberry,
cherry and
banana.)
While
Lynchburg definitely h a s more
than its fair share of

«

incredible eating establishments,
nothing compares to a good kosher
style delicatessen.
I know Chick and Ruth's serves
meat and cheese together, making
the r e s t a u r a n t virtually not kosher
for those of Orthodox Jewish faith,
nonetheless they have good sandwiches (and I'm not Jewish).
Many times 1 have sat in Chick
and Ruth's with friends over one of
these sandwiches discussing life,
the future and other important
issues. A discussion over a corned
beef sandwich can go a long way.
There's nothing like good corned
beef and friends.
While Chick and Ruth's has the
best corned beef in Annapolis,
Baltimore h a s a section on
Lombard Street known as "Corned
Beef Row."
In a three-block area, one will
find several delicatessens in which
to attempt to find the perfect
corned beef sandwich. My personal
favorite is a reuben from Weiss's

Delicatessen.
A couple of times during my time
in college, my grandfather h a s
made my day by sending me some
corned beef and Swiss cheese from
Weiss's with some rye bread. (Yes,
it survived the trip down here, and
made some great snacks.)
By the way, the best kosher style
corned beef on Jewish rye that I
ever had came from Israel.
Now, in wrapping it u p and getting back on the subject, no
Valentine's Day column would be
complete without some advice on
relationships.
I recently heard a rule of t h u m b
on relationships that sums up the
whole complicated issue. The statement came from a local resident
known simply a s Sister Pat, the
wife of the pastor at Lynchburg
Church of God.
She said "What you see is what
you get. 1 love you. You act like you
love me. Praise the Lord, we'll get
along j u s t fine.."
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Sonja Beith & Ryan Tackett
Mr. and Mrs. John Keith
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Sonja, to Mr. Ryan Tackett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Tackett.
The bride-elect graduated in
1999 with a degree in government.
The groom-elect will graduate in
2001 with a biblical studies degree.
A wedding date is set for Aug. 12
2000 in Geneva, N.Y.

Amy Friend & Tracy Voytek
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Friend
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Amy Cheryl, to Mr. Tracy Linn
Voytek.
The prospective bride will graduate in
May 2000 with a degree in music education. The prospective groom works for
York Bronze in Kingswood. W.Va.
Following a wedding on June 17.
2000, at Faith Christian Fellowship or
Morgantown (W.Va.), the couple will
honeymoon at Snowshoe Resort.

Girlfindsengagement ring
after area wide search
By Cindy Siegmund, reporter

I

Wendy Wood & Tim Seward
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wood
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Wendy, to Mr. Tim
Seward, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Seward.
The prospective bride is a psychology major and will finishe her degree
in the EDP program. The prospective
groom is a government major and
will graduate in May 2000.
After exchanging the vows of holy
matrimony on July 15, 2000, at
Emmanuel Baptist church in
Manassas, Va., the couple will honeymoon in Williamsburg, Va.

t was Thursday, Sept. 9, 1999. Senior, Chris Magruder anxiously reached for the
ringing phone. The moment he had anticipated and planned for weeks was finally here.
On the other end of the line was his long-time girlfriend, and high school sweetheart, junior, Jennifer Null.
Magruder had to stall for time, but finally he got to the point and asked Null for a
favor.
The favor led Null to her car trunk to retrieve a phone number. A big shock met
her eyes as she popped the trunk. Inside was one of Magruder's friends. He
promptly presented her with a yellow rose and a message in secret code.
Little did Null know, but this was the beginning of an adventure she would never
forget.
Null followed the clue and went to Marriott. In the parking lot Null met the loud
shouts of a guy blowing on a bullhorn.
With another yellow rose and a second clue she was off, traveling to a professor's
office, Movies 10, Papa John's and Peaks View Park. In all she made 11 stops,
received 11 roses and 11 unique clues from friends of Magruder. Finally, the last
clue directed her to prepare for dinner at the Crown Sterling.
To her surprise, when she arrived at Crown Sterling, the 11 guys decked out in
suits were lining the doorway. The door opened and out came Magruder's best
friend with the final yellow rose and a letter.
The letter began, Today symbolizes all of the places we have been and things we
have done in Lynchburg. This city means a great deal to me because it reminds me
of how far we have come in our relationship." Null couldn't finish reading.
"I kept saying, "where is he?'" Null recalled. Then she saw him kneeling in the
doorway.
"I sat down on his knee and hugged him. I cried a little and he whispered, 'Will
you marry me.' Of course my answer was yes." Null reminisced.
Null and Magruder plan to tie the knot on June 2 in Richmond, Va. in the church
they attended since childhood.
They will honeymoon in Pompano Beach, Fla. before returning to complete their
educations.

Mr. and Mrs. John Weyman
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Lydia, to Mr. Frederick Hoicomb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Hoicomb.
The bride-elect will graduate in May
2001 with a degree in elementary education. The groom is studying Religion
in the External Degree Program.
The couple will wed on May 20, 2000,
at an outdoor ceremony at the bride's
home in Upper Strasburg, Pa.

Ruth Milacci & Daniel Beveridge

Julie Bunce & Eric Polanski

;

Lydia Weyman & Frederick Hoicomb

The Rev. and Mrs. Fred Milacci
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Ruth Anne, to Mr. Daniel Lee
Beveridge.
The prospective bride is a junior,
majoring in elementary education. The
prospective groom works as a carpenter.
The couple will exchange the vows of
holy matrimony on June 24, 2000 at
Messiah Baptist Church in Kylertown,
Pa.
A honeymoon will follow in the
Poconos.

Mr Jack Bunce announces the
engagement of his daughter, Julie, to Mr.
Eric Polanski, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Polanski.
The prospective bride is a psychology
major expected to graduate in May 2000.
The prospective groom graduated from
*« the University of Buffalo.
The will exchange the vows of holy
matrimony on June 9, 2000, in New
York, followed by a honeymoon to
Jamaica.

Wava Ruckel & Jonathan Tidwell
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Ruckel announce
the engagement of their daughter, Wava,
to Mr. Jonathan Tidwell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Tidwell.
The bride-elect is a nursing major,
and the groom-elect is studying biology.
Both will graduate in May 2001.
The couple will wed on Dec. 31,
2000, in Fort Walton Beach, Fla.

Jenny Lee & Mark Rowan
Dr. and Mrs. James Lee announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Jenny, to Mr. Mark Rowan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Rowan.
Both the prospective bride and
groom studied communications. The
prospective groom graduated in 1999,
and the prospective bride will graduate
in 2000.
The wedding is tentatively set for
Oct. 7, 2000 in Cincinnati, Ohio.

•

Lacey Osman & Ryan Trunibo
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Osman
announce hte engagement of their
doughter, Lacey, to Mr. Ryan
Trumbo , son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Trumbo.
The bride-electis a business major
na dwlll graduate in May 2000. The
groom-elect graduated in 1998 and
works for Centra Health.
The wedding date is set for May
$7 2000 in Charlotte, N.C. followed
by a hoeymoon cruise to the western
Carrlbean.

Jaime Hinman & Scott Cooksey
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hinman
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Jaime, to Mr. Scott Cooksey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Cooksey.
The prospective bride will graduate in
May 2002 with a degree in elementary
education, The prospective groom will
graduate in May 2001 with a business
management degree.
The couple will exchange the vows of
holy matrimony on June 17, 2000, at
Northside Baptist Church of Starke,
Fla., followed by a honeymoon in Tennessee.
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Sara Hoyt & Tim Jones

Tara Sollers & Kevin Donahue

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hoyt
announce the engagement of
their daughter Sarah to Mr. Tim
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Jones.
Both social studies education
majors, the bride-elect graduated
in May 1999, and the groom-elect
will graduate in 2001.
Following an Aug. 5, 2000,
wedding in Monroe, Mich., the
couple will spend their honeymoon in Maine and Massachusetts.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sollers, Jr.
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Tara Lee, to Mr.
Kevin Patrick Donahue, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Donahue.
The prospective bride will
graduate in 2002 with a religion
degree. The prospective groom
will graduate in 2000 with a
degree in sports management.
The couple will exchange the
vows of holy matrimony on June
9, 2001. at First United Methodist
Church in Mt. Union, Pa. A honeymoon will follow in Greece.

Leah Wagoner & Sean Turchin

Lauren Harkinson & Mark Barber

Dr. and Mrs. Jack Wagoner
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Leah, to Mr. Sean
Turchin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Kettering and Mr. Steven Turchin.
The prospective bride will graduate with a degree in elementary education in the fall of 2000. The
prospective groom is working on a
master of divinity degree at Liberty
Baptist Theological Seminary.
FollowingaMay 12,2000 wedding at the Evangelical Presbyterian
Church in Annapolis, Md., the couple will honeymoon in the
Bahamas.

Mr. and Mrs William Harkinson announce the engagement of
their daughter, Lauren, to Mr.
Mark Barber, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Barber.
The prospective bride will
graduate in May with a degree in
psychology. The prospective
groom graduated in 1999 and is
attending the Stetson University
School of Law.
The couple will exchange the
vows of holy matrimony on June
10, 2000 in the First Presbyterian
Church of Greenville, S.C. They
will spend their honeymoon on a
cruise to Cancun.

Rany Sar & Charles Schmitz
Diane Sullivan & Robert Garber
Mr. and Mrs. David Sullivan
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Diane Sue, to the
Honorable Robert Edward Garber, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Garber.
The bride-elect is the Liberty
EDP librarian.and the groomelect is a Lynchburg City Councilman.
The couple will wed on June 2,
2000, at First Baptist Church of
Lynchburg.

Rany Sar, daughter of Om
Seoung, and Charles Schmitz,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Schmitz, announce their engageBoth planning to graduate in
January of 2001, the prospective
bride is majoring in psychology,
while the prospective groom studies business and religion.
Following a June 25, 2000
wedding in Richmond, Va., the
couple will honeymoon in Maggie
Valley, N.C.

Lisa Whitlow & Erik Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Whitlow
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Lisa, to Mr. Erik
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Smith.
Both graduating in 2001, the
prospective bride is a communications major, and the prospective groom studies religion.
The couple will wed May 20,
2000 at Fellowship Baptist
Church in Currituck, N.C., following by a honeymoon to the
Bahamas.

Erin Dilmore & Daryl Rich
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Dilmore
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Erin, to Mr. DarylRich,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rich.
The prospective bride will graduate in May 2000 with a degree in elementary education. The prospective groom graduated in 1999 with a
degree in biology.
Following a May 27,2000, wedding at a bed and breakfast in Richmond, Va., the couple will travel to
Cancun for a honeymoon.

Jaren Taylor & Devin Hewett

\

Amber Lawrence & Gregg Johns

Mr. and Mrs. Arden Taylor
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Jaren, to Mr. Devin Hewett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. L.E. Hewett and
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Russell.
Both religion majors, the brideelect will graduate in December,
2000, and the groom-elect will graduate in May, 2001.
After the couple exchanges the
vows of holy matrimony on July 22,
2000, at Wesley Monumental United
Methodist Church in Savanna, Ga.,
they will honeymoon in Palm
Springs, Calif.

Mr; ancllylr\D"ennis Lawrehle /
announce the engageriient of
y
their daughter, Amber, to Mr.
Gregg Johns, son of Mr. and, Mrs^!
Leon Johns.
The prospective bride will
;\fx
graduate in May, 2000, M t t t a A / f \»
degree in advertising. The \ ' ^JT / i
prospective groom currently))? / / t
teaches high school and coathes
/
basketball} *
%$J
The couple will exchange th> *"f S
vows of holy martimony on Aqg. /
5.2000 in Oneonta, N.Y., followed
by a honeymoon in the Dominican Republic. \
I
"V

. u ""»
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Krista Hagerman & Gavin Kralik

Jessica Culley & Ryan Geiger
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Van
Barcom announce the" engagement of their daughter Jessica
Lee Cully to Mflt Ryan Jason
Geiger,.^on of Mr. and MrST-"'
Hans Geiger. : ' S = ^ J ^ « .
The bride-elect will graduate
ir£M&y>20p1, with a ^gree-in_
elernefttary education. The ^T
groom-elect wHl graduate in Ss
December, 2000, with a religittfi
rleorpp
-X"ree.
The couple will wed on July
\ 5 , 2000 at Fairwinds Baptist
Church in New Castle, Del., fol
lowedjbyia honeymoon in the
Poconbs.',

VI

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hagerman
announce the engagement of!
their daughter, Krista, to Mr.
Gavin Kralik, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Kralik.
The prospective bride is a psychology major , and the prospective groom is studying missions.
The couple will wed on July 27,
2000, in Sumner, Wash.

Brittney Rausch & Ryan Epps

Mary Hennebery & Ryan Kemp

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Rausch
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Brittney, to Mr. Ryan
Epps, son of Mr. Danny Epps.
The prospestive bride will graduate in May 2000, with a major in
psychology. The prospective
groom will graduate in December
2000, with a major in religion.
The couple will wed on Aug. 5,
2000, at Whitesburg Baptist
Church in Huntsville, Ala., followed by a honeymoon inTen-

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hennebery announce the engagement of their daughter, Mary, to
Mr. Ryan.Kemp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rick Kemp.
Both are business majors.
The couple will exchange the
vows of holy matrimony on Aug.
5, 2000. A Carribbean cruise will
follow as a honeymoon.

nessee.

Kim Crowder & Mike Sonneborn
Mr. and Mrs. Buzz Crowder
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kimberly Renee,
to Mr. Michael Dale Sonneborn.
Both graduating in May, 2000,
the bride-elect is a communications major. The groom-elect is a
business major.
Following a July 15, 2000,
wedding in Weaverville, N.C., the
couple will honeymoon in the
Caribbean.

Amanda Kelly & Jason Rhodenhizer
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Proffit
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Amanda Kelly, to the
Rev. Jason Rhodenhizer, son of
the Rev. and Mrs. David
Rhodenhizer.
The propsective bride will graduate in May 2000 with a degree in
English. The prospective groom
graduated in 1997 and currently
serves as an associate pastor in
Towa.
Following a May 20, 2000, wedding at Calvary Road Baptist
Church in Alexandria, Va., the
couple will honeymoon in
Cancun.

Sarah Sevarino & Matt Wall
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Sevarino
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Sarah Joy, to Mr. James
Matthew Wall.
The bride-elect will graduate in
May, 2000, with a degree in religion. The groom-elect graduated
in 1999 with a business degree.
The couple will exchange the
vows of holy matrimony on June
3, 2000, in Enfield, Conn., followed by a honeymoon in Orlando,
Fla.

^^mwmKJJS,

Melissa Thompson & Jeff Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Rick
Thompson announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Melissa Michelle, to Mr.
Jeffrey Earl Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Jones.
The prospective bride works
as a nurse. The prospective
groom will graduate in
December, 2000, with a
degree in Missions.
Following a May 20, 2000,
wedding in Hillsboro, Ohio,
the couple will honeymoon in
Scotland

,

•V

if

Heather Estes & Eduardo Tarazorida
Mr. and Mrs.Thomas Estes «ML ml
announce the engagement of
their daughter Heather to Mr.
Eduardo G. Tarazona.IIl, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eduardo Tarazona.X
Both graduating in May, 2000, A
the bride-elect will receive a
-^••*
degree in communications and
the groom-elect will have a degree
in government.
i j-y
The couple wijl wed on June
24, 2000, in Raleigh, N.C., fbl-|
lowed by a honeymoon in Vero
Beach and Disney World, Fla.

Thienthai Do & David Tran

•:

Mr. and Mrs. Van Do
announce the engagement of
their daughter Thienthai Do to
Mr. David Tram, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chi Hung Tran.
The prospective bride will
graduate in May, 2000, with a
degree in business.
The couple will wed on June
10,2000, in Philadelphia, Pa.

Lauren Blaney & Thomas Ionian
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blaney
announce the engagement of their
daughter Lauren Anne to Mr.
Thomas Keith Loman.
The prospective bride graduated
in May, 1998, with a psychology
degree and is currently working on
her master's. The prospective
groom will graduate in May, 2(|00,
with a degree in religion.
./ j .
Following a June 2, 2000, wedding in LanCi|6ter, Pa,, jjhe couple
will honeytyoon in Jamaica.

„.^***.

Jamie Sykes & Jay Wrenn
Mr. and Mrs. James Sykes
announce the engagement of
their daughter Jamie to Mr.
Jay Wrenn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Wrenn.
The prospective bride will
graduate in May, 2000, with a
degree in communications. The
prospective groom graduated in
1999, and is working on a mas'•X, ter of^divinity at Southeastern I
Baptist Theological Seminary.
After a June 3, 2000, w^d- „•».
<p/l djjogat Glen Hope Baptist
Church in Burlit^gton, N.C.,the
cpiiple laHH honeymoon at
\
-bpryiand.
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Absence diminishes small loves
and increases great ones, as the
wind blows out the candle and
blows up the bonfire.

lnion
ion
FCC rules in favor of
religious broadcasting
A recent ruling by the Federal Communications Commission has religious
broadcasting operations rejoicing and claiming victory.
In December, the government agency responsible for licensing television programming Issued a decision that put In jeopardy the current "educational" classification of televised church services— a classification that greatly assists such
programs In being aired by local stations.
Citing an onslaught of opposition from religious organizations and some
members of Congress, the FCC rescinded Its decision In late January. They
have instead decided to make no generalized rule regarding such broadcasts
and plan to continue deciding such cases on an individual basis.
"We have had a policy on this for almost 50 years now;" FCC spokeswoman
Joy Howefl told Reuters News Service."We tried to plit a finer point on it but it
created a lot of concern and a lotof mlstinderstandihg,"
For now, the religious groups who produce programs such as Dr. FalwelTs
"Old Time Gospel Hour" can breathe a sigh of relief.

Let the voting begin
New Hampshire, a s t a t e not exactly known forits accurate representation
of the nation on either a demographlcor socio-economic!level, has swung
the race to be the next president into high gear. Last Tuesday, the nation's
first primary vote was taken here, and the results were no surprise to anyone who follows the political arena.
Sen. John McCain (R-Arlz.) pulled off a convincing win over his fellow
republicans as he grabbed 49 percent of the vote. Of course, when a candidate conducts more than 100 "town hall meetings" and spends all his time
and $2.1 million In the same small state, he is bound to pick up some support along the way.
The rest of the republican pack finished as one might expect with George
W. Bush finishing second {30 percent), while Sieve Forbes, Alan Keyes arid
Gary Bauer rounded out the list.
Vice-President Al Gore had a tighter-than-expected race against former
New Jersey Sen. Bill Bradley, but was still able to pull out a 52 percent to 48
percent upset In the democratic primary.
Now while each state is important to the overall process, New Hampshire's ultimate impact Is grossly over-estimated simply because ills first.
When compared to states like New York, California and Texas, its easy to see
Just how small of a role New Hampshire plays. Typically; those who have in
the past won the primary here have gone o n t o fall miserably in attaining the
nomiatlon of their party (for reference, see 1996 Winner, Pat Buchanan].
Still, one thing New Hampshire does succeed at is setting the tone for
future primaries throughout the nation. Now voters are more apt to take a
look at McCain's policies and Bradley's plans simply because of their strong
showing on Tuesday.
However, these two candidates, running against powerful front-runners
like Bush and Gore, will definitely have a hard time converting New Hampshire success Into party nominations.

Quotes of the week:
"O Lord, thou art my God; 1 will exalt thee, I will praise thy name; for thou
hast done wonderful things; thy counsels of old are faithfulness and truth."
—Isaiah 25:1
"We come to love not by finding a perfect person, but by learning to see an
Imperfect person perfectly."
—Anonymous
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Kurt Warner, a hero for our time

Kurt Warner Is now a household name.
More household than a box of Lucky
Charms, an Item he's surely familiar with.
See, because of America's obsession
with football's greatest day, the life of a
stock boy turned Super
Bowl hero will forever live
In everyone's minds.
Especially when the
drama of the XXXTV edition in NFL Films form
makes the regular rerun
rotation on ESPN Classic.
Because of the media's
obsession with pronouncements, they
dubbed this the greatest
Super Bowl drama ever.
Kurt Warner Is America's
hero, a throwback with courage, determination and grit In a sport where murder
and mayhem have shown up the game
highlights onde too often.
His amazing story has been told over
and over during the entire season. The
attention quadrupled during Super Bowl
week, when the press ascended on the
game site like hungry dogs and scribbled
facts as Inconsequential as the number of
hot dogs to be served at the Georgia Dome.
We still don't believe It. And much of the
media has left out the best of It. But the
story of Kurt Warner should capture the
hearts of our world because of his
unashamed Christian witness, not his
football prowess. It's the way we should
know him.
An undersized major college reject who
only got a chance to play I-AA ball as a

fifth-year senior at Northern Iowa, then
traveled In the Arena League, World
League and Cheese League before he was
picked up by team 13 on his NFL wish
list— the Rams. In between stops, he
stocked groceries at a
place call Hy-Vee.
Honestly. Can this
story get any better?
You bet
The only reason he
got to play was because
the starter's knee
crashed In the preseason. Coach Dick Vermeil and the team literally wept when Warner
was announced as the
starter. Now, he's
chucked an NFL-record 41 touchdowns,
earned league MVP and was the most
valuable Item In a super, duper tide win.
The media praised his courage to persevere, to fight the good fight and become a
sensation overnight His dedication was
paramount, they said.
But, the focus of his dedication has
sometimes been overlooked. It's a vibrant
relationship with Christ that drives Kurt
Warner. It's a relationship with a deserving
family that drives Kurt Warner. That's the
story Kurt Warner will tell—the whole
story. A story that Includes faith.
Never mind that he married wife
Brenda while she was on food stamps, and
with two kids—one permanently disabled.
Never mind that being a father floats his
boat the most, and making $250,000
would do nothing more for him than mak-

ing $25 million in a money-mad sports
world. Never mind that the biggest thrill
behind his selection as player of the year
was a $30,000 gift to a camp for disabled
kids like his son Zach.
The sports writers will tell you that part.
Yet, sports writers continued to run from
his love of God. Many admitted their discomfort when Warner and the rest of the
religious Rams brought up their faith in
God. Yet, the players didn't really flaunt
their stories. They merely countered that if
reporters were going to ask the deep questions and try to find what makes them
tick—faith in Christ was the answer. Other
Christians on the team like Kevin Carter
and Ray Agnew don't push their faith on
others, but would say there Is abetter
lifestyle.
Warner said God didn't care who specifically won the Super Bowl, but cared about
everybody. He also sakl— win or lose— he
would be the same person who trusts that
God has a plan for his life.
It's a line that sounds too familiar
around here, but one we shouldn't take for
granted. After all, true heroes are rare and
Warner Is a can't miss.
"I believe the Lord wants us all to prosper and wants us all to be successful,"
Warner said In one of many Interviews,
"and He has already given me so many
blessings this year that I can't even begin
to talk about them all. But I believe that
the things I already have in my life are
much more Important than any amount of
money I will make, or any amout of fame I
can receive."
That's character.

firisedwards

Jesse Jackson hurting the races
The month of February Is upon us. And,
while many of you may be thinking about
Valentine's Day, there Is another major holiday celebration occurring at the same
time—Black History Month.
No one can deny that there have been
many great blacks throughout history,
some of which still live today. However, one
figure who Is often seen by many Americans as the public voice of black Americans
has proven himself (once again) to be nothing more than an inflammatory mouth
piece. I'm talking, of course, about the Rev.
Jesse Jackson.
Jackson once again entered the public
eye recently when he thrust himself Into
the middle of a high school expulsion case
In Illinois.
It was the town of Decatur, 111., where
several students were Involved In a brawl
that broke out during the middle of a
school activity. As the fights raged on In
the bleachers of Decatur's stadium, cameras were rolling and caught the entire Incident on tape. Any person, operating without the belief that every incident is a
racially motivated Incident, would have
seen the situation for exactly what It was—
a group of renegadejuvlnlles continuously
pummellng not only each other, but Innocent bystanders as well.
However, In keeping with his past—
which Is full of turning normal circumstances Into racial problems (I.e. the recent
firing of Green Bay Packers coach Ray
Rhodes)—Rev. Jackson turned the
Decatur situation into a national media circus.
From the school's point of view, the students were in violation of several school

S

policies and thus needed to be punished.
prison conspiracy."
Considering the circumstances of this
This "Decatur syndrome," Jackson told
case, the school's policy called for each stu- the Decatur Herald and Review, Involves
dent to receive a
not only the Decatur school
one-year expulsion.
JK£::" - •:
system, but schools across the
Rev. Jackson
nation whereby white school
saw the situation
administrators are Intentiong^jjjjjjij:
quite differently.
ally expelling black students.
When Investigating
Those actions, he says, are
:
the Decatur hap$1 111
taken by the schools with the
penings, he took
hopes that the expelled stull||
the point of view
dents will become hardened
•• >
that the predomicriminals who will then be sent
nately white school
n ,, litMtt.W
to populate an ever-growing
administration was
number of prisons being built
picking on several
to employ white people.
black students simply because of their
This is ridiculous—even for Jesse Jackbeing black. Thus, the students were not
son. Claiming that the Decatur students—
being corrected for their actions In the
or any other black students across America
bleachers, but rather for the color of their
for that matter—are being punished for
skin.
reasons of prejudice rather than wrongdoNow far be it from me to make the claim
ing Is quite a heavy accusation. However,
that the type of situation Jackson thought
Jackson made this generalization without
he saw In Decatur does not exist It's sad,
offering one shred of evidence.
but true; racism still effects virtually every
Should anyone be able to prove that
area of life.
such an epidemic Is In fact consuming our
However, when members of racial comnation, we should do anything we possibly
munities—such as Rev. Jackson—contincan to curb IL But that Is simply not the
ually suggest that there are underlying
case. Instead, we are left with yet another
racist motives to virtually every situation
situation where Jesse Jackson Is creating a
that Just happens to Involve a fellow memdilemma, merely for the purpose of putting
ber of his race, he does more damage than
racial Issues on the forefront of American's
good. The reverend's actions actually
minds.
cheapen the struggles of those who actuThat In Itself Is not such a bad thing.
ally find themselves the victims of such
However, when people like the reverend
abuses.
fabricate racially-motivated situations,
Take for example Jackson's statements
they cease to be merely creating discussion
to a Decatur newspaper last month. When and begin damaging the already volatile
asked about the situation, Jackson
cross-race relationships In America they
described what he saw as the "schoolare supposedly attempting to Improve.
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W h a t is t h e

sweet**4 Valentine's
Day you've ever had?

"That Is a very mean
question to ask
someone who has
never had a
Valentine,"

"My Valentine saved
me from drowning
in a freezing river."

-Dave Woodall, Sr.
Sterling, Va.

-Timothy Scay, Jr.
Lynchburg, Va.

"I'm a 'leftover'
Valentine (my b-day
is on the 13th) and
my children flew far
distances to surprise
me."
—Prof. Sandra Oughton
Lynchburg, Va.

"I started dating my
fiance on
Valentine's Day
seven years ago."
—Jamie Sykes, Sr.
Lawrencevllle, Ga.
"The Idea of having a
Valentine would be
sweet!"

-Nlcci Newton, Sr.
Beverly, Ohio
l'liulos by Jessic-a Peterson
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We're a textbook
1

example of
why e Internet

is so handy
v
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We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let's just say that at VarsityBooks.com
we've made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to
three business days. All on a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?

Savings oft distributor's suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS
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Compiled from the Associated Press.

WWF starts new XFootball league
The World Wrestling Federation announced plans
Thursday for an eight-team pro football league plans to
kick off next winter and lure fans unable to go cold turkey
after the Super Bowl.
The XFL will begin play in February 2001, WWF boss
Vince McMahon said in a Manhattan news conference
Thursday afternoon.
The X stands for exciting and exhilarating. "It will be
extreme," XFL executive Basil De Vito said.
But while the enterprise that brought "Raw is War" wrestle bouts to cable TV plans to use its promotional skills to
merchandise its football venture, the WWF says the XFL
will be unscripted.
"The WWF is 100 percent entertainment," McMahon
said. "But the XFL is 100 percent sports."

Ray Lewis charged with
murder in Atlanta
Baltimore Ravens all-pro linebacker, Ray Lewis was
charged with alleged murder by police based on the
statements by an eyewitness. Lewis' attorney claims
other eyewitnesses said Lewis was not involved in the
altercation resulting in the death of two men in Atlanta
J a n 30. after the Super Bowl.
"We know the evidence will show Mr. Lewis was not a
participant," J a n a Harris, an attorney representing the
Baltimore Ravens linebacker, said.

Griffey feels like marked
man in Seattle
Seattle Mariners outfielder Ken Griffey, Jr. told ESPN
that he has received at least three death threats since
November.
He told the Seattle Times newspaper about one of them,
and stated: "You might be able to control where you play,
but you can't control what happens to your family. I can."
He said the letters have come after Nov. 2 —the day the
Mariners called a news conference and announced his
trade request.
He has since narrowed the number of teams he would
play for to one: Cincinnati.

Men:

Prep for BSC Tournament

Continued from page 12

They will continue Big South play
this week as they travel to UNCAsheville on Wednesday to face the
Bulldogs.
UNCA is currently one game
ahead of the Flames in the Big
South standings with a 5-16 , 3-5
record.
Liberty will then play host to
Coastal Carolina on Saturday
evening in the Vines Center. The
Chanticleer's are currently positioned in third place in the BSC
with a 8-13, 5-3 record.
Each Big South game now has
greater importance for the Flames
as they vie to improve its spot in the
conference standings heading into
the Big South Tournament.
However, each loss places the
men in the precarious position of
underdog and a lower seed in their

tournament games.
With only six games to play
before the Big South Tournament,
Liberty finds itself tied for last place
in the conference with Charleston
Southern.
If the Flames happen to get on a
roll during the next six games, it is
evident that Liberty has the talent
and the potential to challenge for
the conference title and an automatic bid for the NCAA Tournament.
If Liberty can somehow pull off a
couple of wins and regain the
momentum that they had heading
into conference play, then the
Flames will be a dangerous team
come Big South Tournament time.
However, only time will tell if the
Flames can pull off a few upsets
and assure themselves of a middle
seed in the tournament.

JOHN FISHER

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT — Point guard Chris Caldwell drives to the
basket in a heated game against Radford.

Sports brings couples together
By Leneta Lawing, reporter

Athletes think they have a
tough time balancing training,
traveling during the season1 and
academics. Try adding marriage
to the list of things those athletes must endure.
When they are not on the
field, Josh and Cheryl Jones are
sitting home enjoying the company of each other.
Josh is a senior decathalete
from Reno, Nev. and a member
of the track and field team.
Cheryl, a junior from Tracy,
Calif., gets her kicks on the soccer field.
"The first time I saw her was
at church," Mr. Jones said. T h e
first time she remembered me
was at the post office."
Mr. Jones did not let that
seemingly insignificant factor
stop him from pursuing his
future mate. You would think
married life, sports and academics would add a lot of stress to a
relationship, especially when

you are on two different teams.
she is covered by a full scholarThat is not the case for the
ship, so we decided to go ahead
Jones'.
and get married."
"The seasons are a little
After college, Mrs. Jones will
rough because we're gone on the
be trying out for a semipro socweekends," Mr. Jones said.
cer team. Mr. Jones said he'll
"But, we see each other a lot
probably go into coaching.
anyway."
Switching
Mr. Jones said
from the martraining can get
ried life of the
in the way of
athlete to the
their relationship
married life of
sometimes, but
the coach, take
that does not
a look at
really change ;
Brenda and
anything about
Bob Bonheim.
their relationship
Mrs. Bon because they
BOB AND BRENDA BONHEIM heim coached
have both been in
volleyball and
sports since they've known each
basketball for a number of years
other.
and Mr. Bonheim was the head
coach of the wrestling program.
When the Jones' decided to
Mrs. Bonheim is currently the
get married, they began to weigh
senior women's administrator in
the reasons as to why they
the Athletic Department.
should wait until after graduating and why there was no need
The Bonheims first met at a
to wait.
physical education convention
in South Carolina.
"We were worried about the
At the time, Mrs. Bonheim
finances," Mr. Jones said. "But

Tennis team rallies for spring season
By John Farel, reporter

Liberty's tennis program has had a lessthan-successful season the last two years.
After undergoing a coaching change following the '97 season the Flames won only four
of their next 26 matches which included an
0-11 mark in Big South play.
This season, under new coach Larry
Hubbard, the Flames will attempt to turn
things around. Hubbard brings 10 years of
experience as a certified tennis pro at the
Peakland Swim and Tennis Club in Lynchburg.
Hubbard said he believes there are two
goals his team can accomplish this season.
First is to be the "most conditioned team in
the conference" and second is to bring an
end to the Flames BSC losing streak.
"I think our strength is that we have real
heart and a desire to succeed," Hubbard
said. What the Flames will have to overcome this season is lack of depth and inexperience.
"In a practice environment we can't
really raise our level of game because the

quality of the lower part of our lineup is not
as strong as some other competitors in the
conference," Hubbard said.
He also noted that the "four, five and six
players are lacking in real match experience."
Despite some of these weaknesses, Hubbard said he believes that his number one
and two players can really make a difference. One of these players is true freshmen
Ricardo Shinozaki from Sao Paulo, Brazil.
"Ricardo is an excellent player...I think
he has a chance to be the outstanding
freshman or rookie of the year in the Big
South. He will probably be our number two
singles player," Hubbard said.
Playing number one will be Bruno
Coelho, also from Sao Paulo.
"Bruno is a solid player at either one or
two singles and if he can get into fantastic
fit shape he will be competitive at the number one singles spot," Hubbard said.
The combination of Coelho at one singles
and Shinozaki at two will give the Flames a
"good foundation to build for the future,"
Hubbard said.

Hubbard said he feels senior Anthony
Flemming can make a "competitive effort as
the third player in singles."
"What this team needs is a more comprehensive effort. What will make or break
this team is how we do at the four, five and
six spots," Hubbard said.
Playing those spots will be junior Matt
Scott, senior Shannon Walker and sophomore Josh Campbell.
"The play of Matt, Shannon and Josh
will determine whether or not we have a
successful season," Hubbard said.
He also believes this team has an advantage over last years because it possesses a
"theme of consistency and structure with a
commitment to fitness."
In the long term, Hubbard would like to
"maintain the foundation which was laid by
Carl Diemer, who actually began Liberty's
tennis program 13 years ago."
In addition, Hubbard hopes his "love and
passion for student athletes and his sense
of work ethic will be adopted by his players
and translate into athletic success in the
future."

MainSTACE PRODUCTIONS
- PRESENTS ALFRED UHRY'S -

Randy Tomlin is in his
third year as the Flames
pitching coach.
Under his instruction, the
1998 pitching staff, which
included Brian Harell, Tim
Harrell and Benji Miller, finished with more wins (24),
innings pitched (307.2) and
strikeouts (276) than any
other Flames starting staff in
the 1990s.
"I am in the top five in
pitching statistics such as
strikeouts, ERA, innings
pitched and wins, but I hope
that my records get broken.
Records are made to be broken," Tomlin said.
"It doesn't mean very much
because I hope someone (in
the Liberty baseball program)
comes along and does well."
Tomlin said.

Before coaching at Liberty,
Tomlin spent nine years as a
professional baseball player
in the Pittsburgh Pirates
organization.
>
He threw a no-hitter to
defeat the Kinston Indians on
May 28, 1989 in route to
earning his first of two Pirate
Minor League Pitcher-of-theMonth honors, and was
named the Pirates' organization Minor League Pitcher-ofthe-year.
Tomlin responded well to
his first call up to the majors
by winning his debut against
the Philadelphia Phillies. He
limited the Phillies to just five
hits.
As a major-leaguer, he
racked up such feats as:
National Player of the Week,
back-to-back shutouts, a
streak of 22 scoreless innings,
National League Pitcher of the

k

Month and Pirates Player of
the Month.
Tomlin's career was cut
short due to tendinitis in hid
left elbow followed by surgery
to remove a bone spur in the
same elbow.
After completing many
rehabilitation assignments,,',
Tomlin opted for retirement in
1997.
He finished with a major \
league record of 30-31 with a
3.43 ERA in 106 games, all
with the Pittsburgh Pirates.
There's no telling how well
his career would've progressed with a perfect body,
but he still uses that body for
the glory of the Lord today.
When not training the
Flames pitchers, Tomlin
spends quality time with his
wife Janet and their two children, Coy (6) and Ellison (3) .
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February 20 & 27* @ 2 p.m.
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Tomlin: Hall of Fame inductee
Continued from page 12

was representing Bob Jones
University and Mr. Bonheim
was representing Furman.
"He was sitting in the row
behind me," Mrs. Bonheim said.
'The department head at Furman knew that we were both
Christians and he introduced
us."
Mrs. Bonheim said coaching
was really tough on the family.
They have three children and
they were both coaching at the
same time,
"When we would get near the
end of his season, mine would
start," Mrs. Bonheim said. "We
were both gone and I would
have to come home and cook
dinner after the games."
The Bonheims now use their
abilities with a summer ministry
in Hawaii.
"We use a lot of sports in the
ministry and camps that we
conduct," Mrs. Bonheim said.
It takes a lot to balance so
.,
much and find time to spend S
with the one you love.

a hot
idea'
Spaghetti smothered with a
zesty blend of pizza sauce,
tomato sauce and sausage,
topped with mozzarella,
provolone and pepperoni.

3.99
ALL YOU CARE
TO EAT 5.99
tncludei Spatftettt Imlh loinato or Meat Sauce)
and a Soft Drink an luesdays b Saturdays

LYNCHbUKG: 2629 Wads Kd./PhoiK: 832-120)
One coupon pei peison. pel visit al uailiciualinu FazuliS only
Not valid Willi any otiw otlei Eipliai 4/2/uii

LYNCHKJKCJ: 2629 W a n t Kd/Phone 832-1200
One coupon pel peiMin. uw visit at participating Fa/oliS only
Not valid Willi any otnei otta Expires 4VZ/00
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Freshman forward makes her mark
By Tarant Judge and Doug Stewart

For the past three seasons, the
Liberty University women's basketball team has excelled in many
statistical departments. However,
One thing missing throughout
those years has been a dependable rebounder.
Sarah Farley, Elena Kisseleva,
and Sharon Wilkerson have had
quite a handle on the scoring
attack, but without a solid
rebounding force in the lineup, LU
was frequently out-rebounded
and outscored in the paint. The
Lady Flames needed a player who
could make things happen on the
boards as well as on the scoreboard.
That need was filled by freshman Michelle Fricke. Standing at
6 feet, 2 inches, Fricke is currently
averaging 10.8 points per game as
well as hauling in 7.4 bounds per

year starter averaging 18.9 points,
11.3 rebounds per contest.
Throughout her illustrious high
school career, Fricke was named
to the all-state team, and team
MVP three times, and holds school
records with
inside and 44 The environment here is over 1,200
points and
great due to the spiritual
735
player
wealth that is all around
rebounds.
that the
According
Lady
the campus.
to Fricke,
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experienced coaching staff. T h e
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the spiritual wealth that is all
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"Another reason that LU
Fricke attended high school at
attracted me was because the
Maple Grove High School in Maple
coaches never talked bad about
Grove, Minn. She was a three-

contest.
The freshman was recently
named Big South player of the
week for her back-to-back double
doubles in conference play last
Week. Fricke has proved to be an
effective

V

the other programs which were
trying to recruit me," Fricke said.
Fricke feels that the competitive
Division I schedule can and will
continue to create a major challenge to her play game in and
game out.
The level of play here is what I
expected. I have to place a lot of
work and effort in my game so that
I can improve on my skills and
become more and more effective at
the Division I level," Fricke said.
The coaching staff placed a
great deal of attention on Fricke's
knee after she injured it during a
scrimmage game at the beginning
of the season. After having surgery, Fricke nursed her knee until
it became stronger than it was
before the injury occurred.
"The coaching staff and the
trainers here have place a lot of
effort on getting me prepared for
this season," Fricke said.
JOHN FISHER

LU pitchers prep to mow down batters
By Brooke Herrmann, asst.spts. ed.

Bottom of the ninth, two
outs, bases loaded, a power hitter at bat. The sweat drips from
his face, he awaits the sign
from starting catcher Scottie
jScott, the pressure is on, all
eyes are on the mound, the
wind up and the pitch.
' "... And strike three," is what
pitching coach Randy Tomlin
has trained Dan Valentin, Josh
Brey, Alex Dooley, Jon Schneider, and Richard Harrell to hear
when put in closing game situations this year as the power
closers for the Liberty Flames
this season.
With 12 pitchers returning
to the program, Tomlin is confident in his staff.
T h e only difference between
our starters and closers is their

role. Talent is all around strong
this year," Tomlin said.
Senior Clemson transfer
Brian Adams joins his twin
brother, Darren, on the field
this year.
"It's something exciting to
do in my senior year, to be playing with my brother again,"
Brian said. The two have been
playing baseball together since
they were four years old. The
two have a similar style and
claim to be "each other's best
coach."
Senior Brian Harrell returns
to the mound this spring fully
recovered after his shoulder
surgery last year.
"Brian is a big lift for us with
his experience having already
gone to the (Big South) tournament and winning it," Tomlin
said.
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Anthony Pennix will spend
the majority of his playing time
pitching this spring, although
he is on the roster as a left
fielder as well.
"I feel I adjusted well last
season and now I get to be the
leader the new guys need and I
love that," Pennix said.
Power pitcher sophomore
Kurt Reese also returns to the
mound as No.5 in the starting
rotation.
The bullpen is stacked with
experienced players, and looks
to be a major strong point for
the Flames this season.
Sophomore Josh Brey moves
from starter to closer this year.
"Last year he showed when
he came into closing roles he
dominated. He's very aggressive throwing in the low to mid
90's," Tomlin said.
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FLYIN' HIGH — Forward Michelle Fricke goes for a layup during a game
against Radford.

Ladies: tied for first in BSC

Depth was added with transfer junior Dan Valentin who is
known for throwing strikes.
"I was brought here to do a
job in the eighth or ninth
inning I am going to do that job
to help us win the Big South
championship," Valentin said.
Op top of the drills, running
and work outs, Tomlin has
been coaching the boys spiritually as well.
"Its different here at Liberty.
They not only want to make you
a better player, but a better person too. You have to put forth
the effort," Valentin said.
"Championships are won by
pitching and defense, those
who make the fewest errors and
throw the most strikes. Good
offense is always a bonus, but
you're not gonna out score
everyone," Tomlin said.

Continued from page 12
senior Sarah Farley became the alltime assist leader at LU with 492
career assists.
Liberty didn't waste any time
getting started in the second half as
the Lady Flames grabbed a 47-32
advantage with 14:06 remaining in
regulation by going on a 13-6 run.
However, the Charleston Southem defense clamped down and held
LU without a point over the next five
minutes and 45 seconds, liberty's
shooting drought tightened the
game to 50-42 with 7:25 remaining.
But the Lady Flames took control of the game with a Laura
Rollyson 3-pointer at the 7:05 mark
and never looked back as LU
coasted to the 18-point victory.
According to LU coach Carey

Green, one of the differences of the
game was that he had the luxury of
substituting his players in and out
of the game to keep the intensity
high.
That may have been what separated us down the stretch. We didn't
do that the first time we played and
I think it hurt us a bit," Green said.
"As a whole, I really am pleased with
this game."
Due to a Radford loss to Elon
College, the Lady Flames are back
in familiar territory once again-tied
for the top spot in the BSC with
Coastal Carolina and Radford.
LU played Coastal Carolina on
Monday night and now face a fiveday layoff before they square off
against UNC Asheville on Feb. 12 at
5 p.m. in the Vines Center.
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Attention Getters

Rates:
Open/Commercial

Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

$3.67- 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID
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A College Student's Dream Job!!!
Great pay with flexible hours and no
transportation needed. We are seeking part time employees. Pick your
own schedule. We will train you. If
you have a clear speaking voice and
need a great job, call 582-1585 or
582-1587 or come by and fill out an
application: B&B Presentations, 523
Leesville Road, Lynchburg.

EDUCATION & RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
2602 Langhorne Rd.
(across from E.C. Glass)
Hours M-F 9-5 *Call 847-5695
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BACK PATCH STUDY; Males and
Females with fair skin, ages 18 &
over.' Study starts 2/28/00-4/7/00.
Approx. 18 visits over 5 weeks.
STUDY PAYS$145 Call 847-5695
to sign up.
BACK PATCH STUDY: Males and
Females, ages 18 & over. Study
starts Mon.2/14 (Mon's, Wed's, &
Fri's)between the hours 11-1 or 26pm through 3/6/00. 2-week rest
period. Last visits 3/20-3/24/00. 15
visits over 6 weeks. STUpY
PAYS$ 100 Call 847-5695 to sign up.
BACK PATCH STUDY: Males and
Females, ages 18 & over- Study
starts Mon.3/6/00 (Mon's, Wed's, &
Fri's)belween the hours 11-1 or 26pm through 3/27/00. 2-week rest
period. Last visits 4/10, 4/12, and
4/13/00. Approx. 14-15 visits over 6
weeks. STUDY PAYS*130 Call
847-5695 to sign up.

*

Stars: • * •
Crosses: t t t
Hearts: » * *
Checks: • • • Arrows: »•>

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
"2000". All destinations offered. Trip
Participants, Student Orgs & Campus
Sales Reps Wanted. Fabulous parties,
hotels, & prices. Call inter-campus
800-327-6013
MARKETING INTERNSHIPS
AroundCampus.com, "your online
survival guide", is searching for
charismatic, self-motivated students
to energize our on-campus promotions and marketing efforts. GREAT
RESUME BOOSTER! Have fun and
earn money! Call Christine today at
800-466-2221 x278
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Toshiba Laptop Computer.
Satellite 200CDS w/Windows 98,
CD, 3.5 Floppy, 776mg HD and
Modem. $795. Call 845-8266 or
845-5343.
Trade-up. You can afford the
incredible performance of Dolby
Digital. Get 150% of average
Bluebook for your old stereo or
ProLogic receiver. Alt trades considered. Phone 1-800-987-5520 or visit
Home
Theater
Gallery
at
www.excellentaudio.com/iovingston.
House for sale by owner. $37,750.
2BR, lBth. Great'for 1st time home
buyers. 237-1894.
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Apartments for Rent:
* I Hi l Hih upstairs furnished apt. in
private home. Eat in kitchen. Near
bus line. $300/month. All utilities
included.
* I Hi. 1 Bth upstairs apt. in private
home. Freshly painted. New carpet
and tile. Extra nice. $325/month. All
utilities included except electricity.
* l Hi I Hih charming main level apt.
in private home. Newly remodeled.
Full basement. $350/month. All utilities included.
* Adorable 2Br apt. Newly redecorated. Very spacious hardwood
floors. Full basement, attic and nice
back porch. Washer/dryer. Water
included. $385/month. Couple preferred.
* Above 4 apartments require 1 year
lease. No pets. Call 384-4243 and
leave a message.

Don't interrupt your studies to go
out shopping. Shop online at
www.aggiesgifts.com, your source
for inspirational gift items. Call toll
free (877)331-4869.
Need used cassettes & books
repaired by the Liberty Home Bible
Institutes. Call toll free 1-877-4326435
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MEN'S BASKETBALL LADIES BASKETBALL

Sports

• 2/12UNCAshevilleatLU
7
• 2/17 Winthrop at LU
7

• 2/9 at UNC-Asheville,
7:30
• 2/12 Coastal Carolina at
LU, 7:30
• 2/14 Charleston Southern
at LU, 7:30

SOFTBALL

HOCKEY

LU, 1

• 2/12 UNC Chapel Hill at

• 2/11 at UNC Chapel Hill

Lady Flames get back on track

JL>

dougstewart

What a year
As the final second ticked off of
the clock at the Georgia Dome and
the curtain closed on another NFL
season, it became clear that the
dramatic finish that we just witnessed was a perfect and fitting
ending to an incredible season.
In a season full of change, two
new teams came in and played in a
classic battle that ended just one
yard too short.
The Super Bowl was more than
anyone could have asked for. 1 have
already heard people calling it the
best Super Bowl ever played. I
think that is a bit far fetched, but
one thing is for sure.. .it was a heck
of a game.
The way that the St. Louis Rams
came out of nowhere to steal the
league spotlight is an amazing, epic
story.
However, it was strange to see
the Titans and the Rams duke it
out in the big game. With both
teams sporting Arena League-type
uniforms, it was all together a different type of game.
Yes, it is unusual to see the original Super Bowl dwellers such as
San Francisco, Green Bay and
Denver sit at home for the playoffs.
But it is a sign of the times and we
must get ready for a new chapter in
the NFL.
The latter has made it clear that
there is presently a changing of the
guard in the NFL. The league has
turned a new page and has really
caught the interest of fans everywhere.
St. Louis and Tennessee are just
two of the young teams that possess the talent and the youth to
continue to turn things inside out.
Indianapolis played to an
impressive 13-3 record and will be
a major contender next season with
steady quarterback Peyton Manning at the helm. Tampa Bay will
definitely be a team to reckon with
a year from now as the Bucs feature the toughest defense in the
NFL and an emerging quarterback
inShaunKing. *
Not only has there been a total
shift in the success of teams, but
one of the biggest changes is the
new faces that have taken the NFL
by storm this year. Players such as
Jevon Kearse, Edgerrin James,
Manning and King could be the
future stars of the league.
Although it is upsetting to see
future Hall of Famers like Jerry
Rice, Steve Young and Dan Marino
finishing up their storied careers.
The NFL is booming with young,
new talent and it Is Just a matter of
time until new names are held in
the same regard with Rice. Young,
Marino and Reggie White.
Just look at the 50th annual Pro
Bowl. The game signifies the up
and coming talent in the league as
new guys Kearse and second year
sensation Randy Moss have
replaced Bruce Smith and Michael
Irvln.
Although it will be hard to wait
until the first kickoff of next season, the 99-00 season has truly
given us our football fix until the
NFL straps on the puds once again
next fall.
Oh, by the way Minnesota vs.
Jacksonville will play in Super Bowl
XXXV next year.

FEB
By Doug Stewart,
sports editor

Along with the win, two LU players etched their
-names
PAGE
1 books. Liberty's Elena Kisseleva
into the record

As the midway point of Big South Conference play
set in, Liberty's women's basketball team found itself in
an unfamiliar position, out of first place. After a tough
loss to rival and conference nemesis Radford Highlanders, the Lady Flames were uncharacteristically
looking up at first place for the second time already this
season.
However, with two key conference games against
High Point and Charleston Southern on the horizon, LU
players felt that the time was right to get back on track
and become the front runner once again in the BSC
standings.
T h e Radford game did give us a bit of a wake up
call," LU senior guard Sharon Wilkerson said. "We knew
coming into the games (High Point and Charleston
Southern) that we had to step up and play like we know
we can."
The Lady Flames did step it up and proved to be the
aggressor throughout the entire contest in a decisive
73-37 win over the High Point Lady Panthers Thursday
night in the Vines Center.

earned a distinguished title as the Big South Conference's all-time leading scorer. Kisseleva's second free
throw with 11 ticks left in regulation gave her 2,021
points in her remarkable four year career. With the free
throw, Kisselva surpassed Radford's Patrinda Toney's
mark of 2,020 career point set in 1987-91.
Freshman center Meribeth Feenstra also found her
way into the record books by tying a Liberty NCAA Division I record with six blocked shots on the night.
The Lady Flames used a steady offense paced behind
a solid 16-point performance by freshman Michelle
Fricke. However, it was the stifling LU defense that
stopped the Lady Panthers in its tracks.
"We came out and focused on our defense," Wilkerson said. "We didn't shoot particularly well, but we were
able to generate the majority of our points from our
defense."
Liberty hoped to take the same mentality into Saturday night's game against the Charleston Southern Lady
Buccaneers.
The Lady Bucs came into the game hoping to avenge
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a 67-65 loss to LU earlier in the season.
Lady Flames' freshman forward Zandrique Cason
said it would be important to be able to shoot the ball
from the outside as Charleston Southern features experienced height underneath the basket. "We knew it
would be tough inside, so we knew that we would have
to pass it outside for the good shots," Cason said.
Liberty turned back the Lady Bucs zone defense by
making its shots from the perimeter and once again the
Lady Flames featured a hard-nosed defense that shut
down Charleston Southern, 70-52.
Both teams got off to a slow start as the score was
knotted at 3-3 five minutes into the opening frame.
However, the Lady Flames warmed up with the hot
hand of Wilkerson, who finished the opening half with
14 points.
Wilkerson drained four of her team's six first half 3pointers and led LU into the locker room with a 34-26
lead.
The Lady Flames continued to break records, as

Please see LADIES, page 11
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LU falls to Winthrop
By Tim Holland, reporter

The men's basketball team
split two games last week against
High Point and Winthrop.
The Flames began the week at
home against the High Point
Panthers on Tuesday evening.
Liberty (12-9,2-6) built a 4727 halftime lead as they shot a
blistering 65 percent from the
field in the opening period.
The second half proved to be
no different for the Flames as
they made 46.7 percent of their
shots on 14-of-30 shooting and
snapped a four-game conference
losing streak.
Delawn Grandison and Beau
Wallace led the men with 18 and
16 points respectively. Liberty
had 20 team steals and were led
by Carl Williams with six of his
own.
Following their sound thumping of High Point, the men traveled to Winthrop on Saturday to
face the Eagles in a rematch of
their Jan. 17. Both teams looked
forward to the game due to the
heavily contested match up earlier with a Winthrop win 73-71.
Though the Flames were prepared for the much anticipated
matchup, the end result was the
same.
A combination of solid
Winthrop shooting and porous
Liberty shooting led to a 14-point
halftime deficit for the men.
Though the Flames shot 50
percent from the field in the second half, it wasn't enough to get
back into the game as Winthrop
opened as much as a 27 point
lead before winning by a final of
80-63.
The combination of Tyson

LU coach
enters Hall
of Fame
Baseball pitching coach Randy
Tomlin to be inducted into the Salem
Sports Hall of Fame next week
By DJ Jordan and Brooke Herrmann

JOHN FISHER

ATTA' WAY, ROB! — Guard Rob Attaway battles the boards against High
Point in conference action last Tuesday.

Waterman and Greg Lewis
torched the Flames for 19 points
apiece.
Despite committing a sloppy
21 turnovers, Winthrop finished
the game shooting 53 percent
from the field and dominated all
aspects of the game.

Liberty was led by Delawn
Grandison who finished the
game with 19 points and five
rebounds.
With the loss, the Flames fell
into the last place in the BSC.

Every athlete's dream is to finish their career being
considered for a hall of fame induction. Liberty alumni
do not get inducted everyday, so when it does happen to
a Flame, it is a huge accomplishment.
Flames Pitching Coach Randy Tomlin, who grew up in
nearby Madison Heights and played for Liberty, will be
inducted into the Salem Sports Hall of Fame of Salem,
Va. on Feb. 13.
Tomlin is being honored for his success on the mound
during his years with the Pittsburgh Pirates' minor
league team, the Salem Buccaneers.
"God has truly blessed me wherever I've been and I
know my success is from Him. All of my awards are a
blessing from him," Tomlin said.
"God said, 'if you follow me and obey my commandments you'll be successful wherever you go.'"
Tomlin definitely knows a thing or two about success.
During his career in the major leagues, Tomlin was part
of three National League East Championship Teams
(1990,'91 ,'92) and faced the Atlanta Braves in the 1991
and 1992 National League Championship Series.
He compiled a 30-31 record with a 3.43 ERA in 106
games with the Pirates.
Tomilin said that he learned a lot from his years with
the Salem Buccaneers.
Although he was there for less than half a season, he
believes that the time there was the turning point in his
minor league career.
"Thefieldwhere Salem played was very small; it was
only 300 yards down the line. Playing in the small park
taught me a lot about pitching. I had respect for the
home run with every pitch, therefore I had to keep the
ball down, and avoid walks," Tomlin said.
"When I went to the next level it was actually easier for
me because of my time in Salem," Tomlin said.
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Liberty announces football signings for 2000
By Doug Stewart, sports editor

The Liberty University football program has announced the signing of 18
recruits to national letters of intent for the
upcoming 2000-2001 academic year. LU
came into the recruiting season knowing
the importance of putting together a solid
recruiting class as the team prepares for
its fresh start next season.
According to university officials, the
class is very athletic and will make major
improvements to the future of Flames
football.
Quarterbacks Jason Armstrong (6 foot
3 inches, 180 pounds) and Anthony Long
(6-2, 190) bring impressive numbers, as
well as an uncanny knack of finding the

end zone to the LU lineup.
Armstrong comes to Liberty from
Quincy, Fla. where he led Robert F.
Munroe High School to consecutive district championships during his sophomore and junior seasons.
Armstrong, compiled 4,035 passing
yards and 41 touchdowns throughout his
high school career.
Long is a speedster from Loudon
County U.S. Long will bring a blazing
speed threat to the quarterback position.
Justin Darby (6-3, 229), of Jackson,
Term, and Kendrick Howard (6-2,225), of
Virginia Beach, Va. will bring bruising
ball carriers to the lineup alter the losses
of running backs Walt Helig and Stacey
Nobles.

Although Darby sat out his senior season with a torn ACL, he is back and is
fully recovered. Darby opted for Liberty
over Memphis State, Ole Miss and Vanderbilt.
On the defensive side of the ball, L.J.
Matthews (6-1,215), of nearby Charlottesville, Va. comes to the Flames after
an impressive 103 tackles and 20 sacks
senior at Monticello H. S.
Nicholas Vaughn (6-2,200), of
Kingsport, Tenn. According to university
officials, Vaughn will prove to be a versatile player for the LU defensive unit.
Other members of the Liberty 2000
signing class include: Tony Alexander (61, 195, LB, Trenton H. S., Trenton, Fla.),
Tyler Biggins (6-1, 290, DL, Washington

County H.S., Sandersville, Ga.), Brandon
Bradley (6-2,255, DT/TE, Baker H.S.,
Baker Fla.), Mike Conner (6-3, 185, WR,
Berwick H.S., Berwick Pa.), Jay Cline (63,200, LB,Tunstall H.S., Danville, Va.),
Lorenzo Dixon 6-1, 185, RB/LB, Marianna H.S., Marianna, Fla.),
Brian Elmquis (6-2,260, OL, Washington County H.S., Sandersville, Ga.), Joey
Feagin (6-1. 295, OL, Gainesville H.S.,
Gainesville, Fla.), Sean Gooden (6-0, 270,
LB, Yorktown H.S., Arlington, Va.), Adrian
Hall (5-10, 165 WR/ RB/ DB /PR/KR,
Karns H.S., Knoxville, Tenn.), Jacob
Namynanik (6-3, 286, OL/DL, Etowah
H.S., Woodstock, Ga.) and Jimmy Wilson
(6-2,270, DT, Crystal River H.S., Crystal
River, Fla.)
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